Library services update as of 1\textsuperscript{st} Sept 2020

This slide shows a screenshot of the Library Services Update 2020-21 page as it was of the 1\textsuperscript{st} September 2020.

You can see it is divided into sections and you open up the one that looks like it may have the information that you need. The top one, at the moment, is the “Re-opening our libraries – target dates and progress” and from that you can see, as we said before, the 14\textsuperscript{th} September is the hoped for date libraries other than the Main Library to be open…

N.B. Which they were on a browsing and borrowing basis. The Main Library building was already open at the time of recording [1stSep20] operating a Click and Collect service which ceased on the 11\textsuperscript{th} September to give way to browsing and borrowing.
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